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PORTSMOUTH WETLANDS BOARD
PUBLIC HEARING
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3, 2022, 3:30 P.M.
6th FLOOR CONFERENCE ROOM
CITY HALL, 801 CRAWFORD STREET
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. ROLL CALL
3. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES FOR MAY 4, 2022
4. PUBLIC HEARING ITEM:
VMRC#22-1263: JSSY LLC proposes to demolish and fill an existing marine railway,
construct a new steel bulkhead and approximately 40 square feet of proposed vegetated
wetland disturbance at 3301 Shipwright Street. The property is further described as Tax Map
702, Parcel 30. The subject project is located along the Western Branch of the Elizabeth
River.
5. NEW BUSINESS
6. ADJOURNMENT
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(Call to order at 3:30 p.m.)
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MS. PORTER: Good afternoon, everyone.
I'm going to go ahead and do our attendance today.
When I call your name, just indicate that you're
here.
(Roll Call)
CHAIRMAN UNION: I guess everybody's read
the minutes from the last meeting. Any additions or
corrections to make?
COMMISSIONER SMITH: We talked about the
missing member here. You were going to check in on
that?
MS. PORTER: Yes. I sure did. I don't
believe he's going to continue to be on our board.
The rule for council is if you miss three meetings,
then you will be taken off of the board or
commission. So this would be his third meeting. I
don't think he's going to be coming. I'm to report
that to the city clerk's office. She told me to let
her know. So today would be the day.
COMMISSIONER SMITH: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN UNION: I need a motion to
approve the minutes.
COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: Motion to approve.
COMMISSIONER CALVERT: Second.
CHAIRMAN UNION: All those in favor of
approving the minutes, raise your right hand.
No one opposed.
MS. PORTER: Good afternoon. We're going
to go ahead and hear our one item today.
VMRC#22-0093:
MS. PORTER: W.F. Magann Corporation
proposes to construct a bulkhead with wave screen
and perform dredging as 3106 West Norfolk Road. The
property is further described as Tax Map 733, Parcel
1.3. The subject project is located along the
Western Branch of the Elizabeth River. Today we do
have Rebecca Francese with Waterway Survey and
Engineers Limited that will present the project.
I'll give you your project up.
MS. FRANCESE: Good afternoon. My name is
Rebecca Francese. I'm the senior scientist for
Waterways and Engineering, and I've been working on
these projects for about 30 to 35 years now. I want
to thank you all for being here. It was a little
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white knuckle for me. I think it's the Berkley
Bridge that's completely shut down. I was a little
stressed before. So I appreciate all of you being
here and conducting the business of Portsmouth.
So as Stacy said -- and I thank you,
Stacy, for your service. I'm sorry I won't get
another chance to work with you and the Wetlands
Board.
This project is W.F. Magann, the east yard
improvements in Portsmouth. And what we're looking
at constructing is a bulkhead, a wave screen, and
dredging to support the project.
As you know, the city of Portsmouth is
roughly outlined in green. And our project, the
east yard, the site location is basically in the
center of Portsmouth. And it's located at the
confluence of the Norfolk Harbor and the Western
Branch of the Elizabeth River. I guess just east of
the Western Freeway.
This is a close-up of the site. So the
site is in red. The location of the site is in red.
And what's important to see about this is it is in
the industrial part of the waterway. You've got -along the shoreline, you have marinas, ship repair
facilities, marine contracting yards. And all the
way to the east is a chemical plant. So we are
looking at the industrial portion of the waterway.
The components of this project include a
315-foot bulkhead on the west side of the project, a
150-foot wave screen on the east side of the
project, and then dredging total of 45,525 cubic
yards to get to a depth of -14 feet mean low water.
The purpose of this project is
predominantly for barge storage as well as the
transport of the materials to and from the shoreline
for these barges. A lot of the yards now are trying
to expand their capacity due to the excessive amount
of marine contracting work and all the goods and
services that need to be brought in. For storage,
these sites are becoming highly desirable.
This is a little bit more detailed view of
where the bulkhead is relative to the shoreline and
the riprap. And I've got a colorized version of
this. So we'll really be able to see where the mean
low water and mean high water in the board's
jurisdiction is relative to our project. But this
is just an overview.
On the left side of the screen is the
bulkhead. The cap is about 9.65 feet mean low
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water. The cap is about five foot wide, and we'll
be filling in back of it. So the bulkhead is really
critical, like I said, for the transfer of
materials. We really need an industrial structure
there. So everything behind the bulkhead will be
filled to that elevation.
The wave screen to the right is a little
bit different. So the wave screen will allow us to
moor additional barges, but it will protect the
wetland features in back of it.
So right in here approximately is the mean
low water mud line. And we'll have sheet piles
driven into the mud line. They will be supported by
king piles. Then above it will be open. So what
happens is this part of the wall holds the plan
form. So when we dredge down to -14 feet, we're not
going to get sloughing off and impacting these
wetlands. It will also be open in between here so
water can go in and out and flush the wetlands
behind. So what the wave screen does is allows us
to have really basically no vegetated impacts in
back of it, but still allow the industrial use of
the shoreline.
This is -- that's just a view from the top
of both the bulkhead and the wave screen.
To the right shows basically what a
typical barge mooring plan would look like for this
facility. So you can see the larger barges on the
west side will be doing a lot of
onloading/offloading, and to the right side
predominantly for storage.
So if a lot of you aren't familiar with
industrial bulkheads, these are just some examples.
The one to the top left shows basically the deep
water coming all the way up to the bulkhead of the
seawall. Those tires service vendors. So that when
the barges pull up against them, they won't damage
the barge or the bulkhead.
I just want to show the two bottom
examples because we do have -- this is the vinyl
sheet pile. The sheet piles will look similar to
this, although ours will be steel. And this is a
concrete cap. And that's how the concrete caps are
poured. So the fill behind it is going to look
similar to what our project will look like.
Wave screens are a little bit different,
and they're kind of unique. They're not used a lot
because they're still very expensive to build.
They're pretty much as expensive to build as a
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bulkhead. So what we do is -- I showed an earlier
one -- we'll drive the sheet piles down to the mud
line. They're supported with piles on either side.
And this is not really what -- that's a wooden
screen. But it gives you an idea to show how the
water can move through it and flush the wetlands
behind it.
This is actually a project site to give
you a better example of what exists locally. This
is over at Coastal Precast Concrete. And part of
their permit requirements were to preserve the
wetlands in back of their facility where they did a
lift, and they were dredging to, like, 12 and
16 feet.
And so on the outbound side, if you can
see it right here, it's just the sheet pile wall.
That truly is more of a wave break. It's not really
holding the plan form in view. But it has protected
the wetlands in back.
This is an -- you can see we're still
looking at an industrial area. This here is the
wall. Ours will be different than this. This is
holding up all the salt bush and wetlands in back.
So it gives you an idea that we can have deep water
in front but preserve the vegetation in back.
I'll be happy to answer any questions
about wave screens. Like I said, they're not
typical in industrial areas because, once again,
they're almost as expensive to construct as a
regular bulkhead or seawall. But in this case,
they're -- and usually we're not protecting wetlands
in back of that. But in this case, we are
protecting the wetlands in front of the wave screen.
Here -- this isn't as helpful as I'd
hoped. I'm just going to show you some pictures of
the site that we took during our site visit. It's
pictures that both I took and Ben Nettleton with
VMRC. So, once again, this is an aerial of the plan
view.
This gives you an idea looking straight
out towards the river. And you can see how the
barges -- we already have some barges there.
They're offshore. This is the only way they can get
to them right now. As you can see, that's not for
industrial use. It's barely safe enough. I've
walked out there before, and it's a little
frightening. So we really need to get a better
facility for construction purposes.
This is standing at about the center of
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the project. This photo on the left is looking
towards the east. And on the right, it's looking
towards the west. And if you look at the photos
towards the west, that's where the bulkhead will be
going. And as you can see, there's already remnants
of an old bulkhead there. And it's a completely
revetted shoreline. So there's no vegetation at all
in this location.
As you move to the east, however, you can
see this area in the back we do have some spartina
and some scrub back here. And this is the area that
we'll be protecting with the wave screen.
And this is just some additional pictures.
This is from the far east side looking back towards
the west.
And this is the area we did not identify
it in the initial site visit when we went with
wetlands board. There's 20 square feet of
vegetation that started growing through those
vessels.
COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: So that's like the
corner piece that you've identified there on the
map?
MS. FRANCESE: Yes. And there it is right
here.
CHAIRMAN UNION: We are also in some type
of agreement that, once it's all cleaned up and
done, more planting will be done?
MS. FRANCESE: Yes. I'll show that on the
last slide about where that's going to take place.
As Mr. Calvert said, going out to the site
is really important because it gives you a much
better idea of the site conditions.
But as I mentioned, this is the industrial
part of the river. And this is pretty typical for
what a lot of the sites do look like. Of course, it
will be all cleaned up, and it will look much nicer
than what it is. All the debris will be removed.
Just two more shots. These are looking
towards the west. And as you can see, it's
completely revetted already.
The bulkhead will actually be going a
little upland of that revetment. So we kept the
bulkhead except for I think 15 or 20 square feet of
non-vegetative fill. We kept it all landward. So
we did not encroach the two feet in front of the
existing structure. We basically went in back of
the existing structure.
This just gives an idea a little bit of
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the site. We do have grass areas. There are no
vegetated wetlands there. And then a gravel parking
lot in back.
So here the project impacts within the
Portsmouth Wetlands Board's jurisdiction. The
lighter blue is the intertidal area. So that's the
area between mean low water and mean high water.
And here -- so here's your mean low water line, and
here's your mean high water line.
There's no vegetated wetlands here. So
your jurisdiction ends here. But back here we do
have vegetated wetlands. So your jurisdiction
extends up through here.
So if we start with the bulkhead, some of
the piles within the pile cap, they're very large.
They are five feet in diameter. So they're almost
the size of the cap. Will fill about 20 square feet
of non-vegetated area right there within your
jurisdiction.
I highlighted this area right here where
we're required to do that for our state permits.
The cap will overhang about 120 square feet over
your jurisdictional area.
When we come over to the wave screen, the
wave screen is almost -- the western portion is all
within your jurisdiction. Once again, that's where
the wave screen will be sunk to the mean low water
line. We'll have the cap above it. And the
vegetated wetlands here.
This area here is not really going to be
impacted by the wave screen so much, but by the
dredging. Regardless of whether we call it wave
screen or dredging, it's 20 square feet of vegetated
impacts.
The wave screen itself -- these are the
location of the piles -- will impact 27 square feet
of intertidal area. And there's going to be
632.5 square feet of overhang from the cap over the
intertidal area.
Then we also have a dredging impact. Your
packet had I think the full three acres. But really
we're only impacting within intertidal area within
your jurisdiction 5,575 square feet.
And that really concludes the project. So
actually it will be 5,555 square feet plus the 20
square feet of vegetative impacts. That's our
project. I'd be happy to answer any questions you
might have.
CHAIRMAN UNION: Anybody have any
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questions?
COMMISSIONER SMITH: What's the life
expectancy of the job?
MS. FRANCESE: Minimum of 50 years is the
design life. That's a minimum. They plan on them
much longer for an industrial bulkhead.
COMMISSIONER CALVERT: Stacy, this area is
all IDA, isn't it?
MS. PORTER: It is.
COMMISSIONER CALVERT: Intentionally
developed area.
MS. PORTER: Chesapeake Bay ordinance
related.
COMMISSIONER CALVERT: Which is really not
Wetlands Board. But it does help us understand that
this area is the type of construction that's
typical.
MS. FRANCESE: Yes. Mr. Calvert, this is
very consistent with the existing land use. We're
not going into a pristine or a residential area. So
we don't have any environmental justice issues to
worry about or inconsistent land use.
CHAIRMAN UNION: This is a definite
improvement compared to what's there now. Right now
it's just an erosion bank that's just going to keep
getting eaten away unless something is done.
They're going to remove the existing riprap during
this project, which will clean it up a whole lot
better.
MS. FRANCESE: Correct. We can still use
the riprap at the toe to create habitat if we need
to, if that's a desirable feature.
COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: What is the wave
screen actually made of? Is it concrete?
MS. FRANCESE: It will be very similar to
what the bulkhead is. So steel cantilevered piles
that will be sunk down. They'll be anchored a
little bit differently.
COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: They're at an
angle?
MS. FRANCESE: Yes. You can see it's all
cantilevered. On the concrete cap, these are
five-foot-in-diameter concrete piles. That's the
support. A lot of your bulkheads, especially
residential, you'll see a tie-back system in back.
These don't have tie-backs. So that's for the
bulkhead.
Now, for the wave screen, we'll have two,
18-inch concrete piles on either side of the sheet,
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the steel sheet, to hold it in place.
Did that answer your question? Do I need
to -COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: Uh-huh. No. I
was just interested.
MS. FRANCESE: Like I said, I would love
to see more of these constructed. But we've tried
it on some projects in Virginia Beach where we
couldn't avoid and minimize. But the costs are
pretty substantial if you're not using it for, say,
industrial or commercial use.
COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: Nothing to offset.
MS. FRANCESE: Right. Exactly.
COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: Okay.
CHAIRMAN UNION: Anyone else?
Can we get a motion to approve this
project?
COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: I have a question.
Do we need to ask if VMRC has any comments?
MS. PORTER: Sure. We can do that.
MS. FRANCESE: We have offered, obviously,
the mitigation for the 20 square feet of vegetated
impacts.
COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: I guess that's
what I would like to hear the comment on.
MS. PORTER: I can also give the staff
recommendation. We can go back to our main
PowerPoint.
Rebecca, thank you so much.
Basically, just to summarize from the
staff report, I normally do my AMC analysis. So I
talk about avoidance and minimization and any
compensation that's needed.
So, basically, Ms. Francese did a
wonderful job giving us the understanding that they
did take into account needing to avoid any
unnecessary tidal wetland impacts and to minimize
the necessary ones. And they certainly have.
The new 315 of linear-foot bulkhead will
be developed to align closely with the shoreline to
avoid any unnecessary intertidal zone impacts.
And also the proposed 150-linear-foot wave
screen was sited in order to avoid existing wetlands
vegetation impacts.
And then she did speak on the dredging.
They did provide dredging that was necessary to
create this mooring of barges for W.F. Magann's
proposed business.
The compensation, she did mention that
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there's going to be a permanent impact of 20 square
feet of vegetated wetlands. So they will have to
compensate for that. And I did include here in
Condition Number 4 that they can certainly purchase
the 20 tidal mitigation credits from a local tidal
litigation bank.
I did not include the living shoreline
analysis. Obviously, this is not a good place for a
living shoreline due to the nature of the site, as
well as the fact that the proposed business will be
boat mooring. So not a good place for living
shoreline.
But staff is recommending approval of the
applicant's request.
CHAIRMAN UNION: VMRC, anything to say?
MR. NETTLETON: I would offer no specific
comment, and I agree with staff's recommendation.
It's not a suitable site for living shoreline, and
we're generally in support of the project.
CHAIRMAN UNION: Any other questions?
COMMISSIONER GOOLD: I move to approve.
COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: Second.
CHAIRMAN UNION: We have a motion. Those
in favor, raise your right hand.
Okay. Looks like we have a motion to
approve the project, five to zero.
MS. PORTER: Rebecca, I have your approval
letter here. As is the code, we do issue permits
within 10 business days.
MS. FRANCESE: Do we show the credit?
MS. PORTER: Correct. Yes. I was about
to say that. So we would need to get proof that
those 20 tidal mitigation credits have been
purchased. I'm going to give you the email address
of my coworker, Amy. You can certainly email it to
her.
MS. FRANCESE: Thank you.
COMMISSIONER CALVERT: What is the fee for
Portsmouth wetlands per square foot?
MS. PORTER: I don't know.
Is the mitigation bank in Chesapeake?
MS. FRANCESE: There's one in Chesapeake.
I didn't know if you did your own.
MS. PORTER: We don't. It's whatever that
mitigation bank charges. You pay them directly, and
a copy of that form will be fine.
MR. NETTLETON: I think it fluctuates
around $30 a square foot.
MS. FRANCESE: Last time I checked it was
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Maybe it's gone up more.
MS. PORTER: New business. We don't have
any. But I will introduce Amy Mervine. She is not
going -- she would want me to say this. She is not
going to be the permanent person. We're going to
try to hire someone to replace me. She's going to
at least sit in the spot of what I did and try her
very best. She's very smart. But we're looking
forward to having her come onboard and work with you
guys. But just be patient. Be very, very patient.
I'm going to try to work behind the scenes and do
emails and a call here and there. Thank you all so
much for that, being kind. And I know you will be.
I'll say a few little last words as well.
You guys have been a wonderful board to work with.
I'm not taking lightly the fact that you've been
kind to me. I won't make any more comment beyond
that. I will say every board is not the same. You
all have been very respectful. Just a wonderful
group of people to work with. Thank you all so
much. I'll still be around with the City.
COMMISSIONER SMITH: You've done a
wonderful job.
COMMISSIONER MONUMENT: Motion to adjourn
the meeting.
CHAIRMAN UNION: Meeting adjourned.
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APPLICATION: VMRC#22-1263
ADDRESS: 3301 Shipwright Street
APPLICANT: JSSY LLC
AGENT: Calvert Marine
PERMIT REQUEST: bulkhead & fill
SITE LOCATION MAP & EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS

The applicant’s property is located within the West Norfolk Industrial District along Shipwright Street and
across from the dead end of Mariner Avenue. The site is zoned Industrial (IN) and located within the Intensely
Developed Area (IDA) overlay. The site is located to the east of the Western Freeway.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
•
•
•

•

•
•

The project site is located along a tributary of the Western Branch of the Elizabeth River and was
purchased by JSSY LLC.
The property has been a ship repair facility with a shoreline that is a combination of broken concrete,
brick, timber bulkhead, metal sheet bulkhead, and vegetated tidal wetlands.
The Joint Permit Application provides details for the development of a 340 linear foot steel bulkhead
with 25 foot returns on each end along the western portion of the property and including the demolition
and filling of an existing marine railway. There will be new bollards installed to assist in the proper
mooring of all vessels.
The area behind the proposed new bulkhead will be filled to match the new bulkhead height. A new time
pile fender system shall be included with the new bulkhead. The fend system shall be treated timber
piles, chocks and blocking typically used for commercial ship repair and commercial facilities. The
portion of the existing piers behind the proposed bulkhead shall be removed.
Approximately 40 SF of saltbush vegetated wetlands were identified onsite that will be affected by the
filling of the existing marine railway. A Level 2 Phragmite Eradication Clearance Letter was sent to the
owner on July 6, 2022.
The project is proposed to allow for future dredging.
Photo 1
Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4
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Site Plan
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Wetland Impacts & Enhancement

(Only 40 square feet of vegetated wetlands will be impacted by the project; existing phragmites are
proposed for eraditiaion per the Portsmouth Wetlands Board Phragmites Eradication Policy. Clearance
letter issued July 6, 2022)
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AMC ANALYSIS
Avoidance and Minimization – The applicant’s Joint Permit Application indicates that the site’s intertidal
zone (vegetated and non-vegetated wetlands) were taken into consideration when designing the proposal. The
proposed alignment has been placed as close as possible to the existing bulkheads as possible to allow 340 LF
of continuous berthing.
The proposed bulkhead will be located at the western side of the property and include the demolition and filling
of an existing marine railway. The Owner shall remove and fill an existing marine railway to construct the new
bulkhead. Marine railways are a significant source of contamination to the river system but an increase in nonvegetated wetland impacts.
The western portion of the shoreline does have existing vegetated wetlands; however, it is primarily phragmites.
A large area of phragmites along the western property line shall remain. There is 40 SF of existing saltbush that
will be impacted by this project and require compensation. All unnecessary impacts to the mudflat/nonvegetated tidal wetland area have been avoided. The Owner has received clearance from the City of Portsmouth
on July 6, 2022 to perform Level 2 eradication of the existing phragmites.
Staff finds that the applicant’s submittal demonstrates that the project minimizes and avoids impacts to both the
vegetated and unvegetated tidal wetland environment.
Compensation – According to the State of Virginia’s ‘no net loss of wetlands’ policy, the applicant is required
to mitigate for the loss of any vegetated tidal wetlands. The Portsmouth Wetlands Board allows for the purchase
of tidal wetland mitigation credits from a local tidal mitigation bank to compensate for necessary vegetated
wetland impacts.
Staff finds that the applicant’s submittal demonstrates that the project minimizes and avoids impacts to both the
vegetated and non-vegetated tidal wetlands, however compensation is required for the 40 SF of vegetated
wetland impacts.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Planning Staff recommends the APPROVAL of the applicant’s request for the proposed project described
within the JPA and above with the following conditions:
PROPOSED PERMIT CONDITIONS
1. The permit shall expire two (2) years after the date of issuance.
2. The project shall comply with the plans approved by the Portsmouth Wetlands Board, which will be
attached to the issued permit.
3. The proposal shall submit to the Engineering Department’s Site Plan Review Process. They may be
reached at (757) 393-8592.
4. The applicant shall purchase 40 tidal mitigation credits and provide proof of such purchase to
Planning Staff prior to the issuance of the Wetlands Permit.
5. The permittee shall contact the city’s Zoning Administrator at (757) 393-8836 for the issuance of
the Zoning Compliance Permit, which includes all necessary city permits. Upon applying for the
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Zoning Compliance Permit, the permittee shall present the required Virginia Marine Resources
permit, Army Corps of Engineers permit, and/or Wetlands Board permit for the Zoning
Administrator’s records.
6. A duly authorized agent of the Wetlands Board shall have the right to enter upon the premises, at a
reasonable time, for the purpose of inspecting the work being done pursuant to this permit.
7. The permittee shall, to the greatest extent practicable, minimize the adverse effects of the project upon
adjacent properties and wetlands and upon natural resources of the Commonwealth.
8. The permittee shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules and regulations affecting the
conduct of the project. The granting of this permit shall not relieve the permittee of the responsibility of
obtaining any and all other permits or authority required for the project.
9. This permit may be revoked at any time by the Board upon the failure of the permittee to comply with
any of the terms and conditions listed herein.
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